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          OOvveerrvviieeww

          PaperClip is a word processor.  It is one of the programs I
          diligently tried to pirate back in the 8Øs, only to be
          foiled by the hardware security dongle.  Which then I tried
          to replicate but never figured out.  This left me using
          SpeedScript and AtariWriter depending on what I was doing.

          Software
          This software is best described using an excerpt from the
          Getting Started section of the manual.

          Three enterprising engineers in Milwaukee, WI, patented the
          first practical typewriter in 1868.  In 1874, this model
          was put on the market by E. Remington and Sons.

          The idea of using the strength of ones finger to force a
          small type head to strike a ribbon and leave an impression
          on a piece of paper revolutionized the business industry.
          It made it easier to communicate.

          Then an electric typewriter using the same principle as the
          mechanical wonder of 1874 was introduced to the
          marketplace.  And technological advances continued.  Many
          machines now are being called typewriters, but on close
          inspection you will find that most are really little
          computers that are dedicated to word processing.  Some
          contain print buffers, special keystrokes, and other such
          devices that you expect to find on your computer.  But, are
          they expensive!

          With your Atari Home Computer and PaperClip you can do
          anything you could do with a fancy electric typewriter and
          much, much more!  For instance, a typewriter wont allow you
          to work on two documents simultaneously; PaperClip does!  A
          typewriter doesnt allow you to take text directly from one
          document and insert it quickly and easily into another;
          PaperClip does.  A typewriter cant give you a count of the
          number of words in your document; PaperClip can!  These are
          just some of the features of PaperClip that turns your
          Atari Home Computer into a serious word processor (a fancy
          term for a computerized typewriter).

          Publisher
          Batteries Included

          Batteries Included was founded by Alan and Robbie Krofchick
          in 1978.  It was initially a calculator and personal
          computer retail store.  The name was a play on the terms in
          small print on many small electronics of the era -


